Microblading Aftercare Instructions
(To be followed for original procedure & all touch-ups)

After your eyebrow procedure, you will be swollen. Some clients will swell minimally and some will swell more. Everyone heals differently. This can cause the area(s) to appear uneven, red, itchy, and irritated when healing. The area(s) will also appear much darker and thicker than the final result. You can expect eyebrows to fade anywhere from 10% - 50%, this typically happens within 30 days of the 1st procedure. There WILL BE some shedding of skin with color in it as the area heals. Do not pick. Some areas of the eyebrows will fade more than other areas and as the pigment oxidizes, it will start to darken up a little over a 2-3 week period (this varies from person to person).

YOUR APPOINTMENT WILL NOT BE MOVED UP OR MADE SOONER IF THIS HAPPENS. Initial

ALL PERMANENT MAKEUP RESULTS VARY FROM PERSON TO PERSON. Initial

Skin types, such as African American, Philippine, Italian, Oily/Severely Oily, and the like, please note that the hair strokes WILL blend more with your skin tone and may not appear as defined as on lighter skin types. Red heads, blondes, and fair skin types will experience more swelling, redness, crusting or scabbing and some areas will fade substantially. They can look more powdered or solid, and there is a possibility of no retention. Initial

Smoking will affect your results and may cause the pigment to fade prematurely. Initial

If you have had the area previously tattooed prior to Marie, there are no guarantees to the retention of the pigment. It will fade sooner and may not take at all. At some point Marie will no longer be able to perform the procedure due to scar tissue. Initial

Keep your eyebrows COMPLETELY DRY for 10 days, including facial moisturizer, cleanser, and sweat. Refrain from showering for the first 2 days after your procedure. When you resume showering, apply a thin layer of Vaseline to your brows to create a waterproof coating, and then gently blot off the ointment immediately after your shower with a clean tissue. You may discontinue the Vaseline after 10 days. If you should experience any scabbing, crustig, or flaking, please let it exfoliate naturally. This will prevent any unnecessary infections or additional pigment loss. It is OK to wash the brows after the 10 days, avoid scrubbing them. Initial

When you leave the studio, the hair strokes are intact. How your body heals them is out of the control of the technician. This is 100% your bodies job. Even when following the aftercare, fading, blurring, or poor retention can still happen depending on your skin and lifestyle. This is NOT the fault of the technician. Permanent makeup is an art, not a science. Client's results will vary. Using a pencil or powder may still be needed. There is no way to control the healing process of the body. Initial

If you go elsewhere for any touchups after Marie has done them, you will be charged the full price and will be treated as corrective work when you return to my studio. Initial

It is standard procedure to see clients back 2 - 4 months after their original procedure for their 1st touchup. This is necessary to fine-tune the treated area. It is recommended to schedule an annual touch up to maintain the color. Aftercare rules apply to all subsequent appointments as well. Initial

ABSOLUTELY NO GETTING YOUR BROWS WET: WATER, POOL, OCEAN, SUN (HEAT), SWEATING (OF ANY KIND), YOGA, SWIMMING, GYM/EXERTION FOR 10 DAYS AFTER YOUR PROCEDURE. IF YOUR BROWS GET WET, YOUR RESULTS WILL HEAL MORE TO A POWERED LOOK. PERMANENT MAKEUP WILL APPEAR MORE SOLID OR POWDERED AS YOUR SKIN AGES.

NO TANNING OR RETINOLS, CHEMICAL PEELS, SALICYLIC, GLYCOLIC, ANTI-AGING, PORE-REFINING, LIGHTENING, OR BRIGHTENING CREAMS FOR 30 DAYS BEFORE OR AFTER THE PROCEDURE. THESE PRODUCTS SHOULD BE AVOIDED DIRECTLY ON THE TATTOO FROM THIS POINT GOING FORWARD.

I ACCEPT THESE RISKS AND THE POSSIBILITY OF THIS HAPPENING. Initial

Client Printed Name ___________________________ Date ___________________________

Client Signature ___________________________ Phone # ___________________________